Viruses are by far the most abundant ''lifeforms'' in the ocean; they exist wherever life is found. The estimated 10 30 viruses in the ocean, if stretched end-to-end, would span farther than the nearest 60 galaxies. Every second there are about 10 23 viral infections in the ocean. These infections are a major source of mortality; they influence the composition of marine communities, cause disease in organisms ranging from shrimp to whales, and drive biogeochemical cycles [1, 2] . Each infection potentially introduces new genetic information into an organism, or into progeny viruses, and thereby drives the evolution of the host and viral assemblages. Our understanding of the impact of viruses on global systems continues to unfold, overthrowing the paradigm that viruses and viral-mediated processes are sidebars to global processes. My presentation will explore the current state of knowledge on the abundance and diversity of viruses in the sea, and the role that viruses play on nutrient and energy cycles. Genebased and metagenomic approaches have revealed enormous genetic richness in marine viral assemblages. For example, sequences of highly-conserved genes from environmental samples have shown vast genetic richness within related groups of viruses, and exposed the existence of many genetically distinct groups for which there are no cultured representatives.
